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Operational safety precautions

In order to prevent personal injury or damage to the property of the user or other persons, please read and understand (the operational safety precautions) thoroughly and follow them correctly.

Warning

● This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
● Do not operate when the cable is torn or damage.
● Use with 220-240V AC, 10A upwards.
● Wipe the plug terminals with a dry cloth regularly in order to eliminate dust.
● Always remove the plug from the socket prior to dusting and cleaning, and refrain from removing the plug with wet hands.
● Do not disassemble, repair or modify the vacuum cleaner unless you are a professional technician, as this may result in damage to the unit and personal injury.
● Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
● Do not use the unit to vacuum kerosene, benzene, flammable gas or cigarette butts.
● Always remove the plug prior to carrying out repairs.
● Using the unit outdoor or on wet surfaces may result in electric shock.
● If the power supply cord is damaged, it must only be replaced by a repair shop appointed by the manufacturer or its service agents in order to avoid a hazard.

Caution

● Always remove the plug after use.
● To remove the plug, pull the plug, not the cable.
● Do not rinse the vacuum cleaner with water, as this may damage the unit.
● Do not use the unit to vacuum water or damp areas, as this may damage the unit.
● Do not vacuum the following types of material: water or liquids, desiccant, large quantities of sand or powder, long rope, glass and needles, as this may result in damage to the unit.
● Do not cover the ventilation outlets, as this may result in the unit become deformed and may cause fire due to excessive heat.
● Airflow from the ventilation duct may result in personal injury if contact is made with the body for long periods.
● Do not use in close proximity to flammable materials (benzene, thinner ), as this may result in fire.
● Do not carry the cleaner by grasping the hose inlet and wheel base.
● Do not use wet filters after wash, make sure they are completely dry to avoid damaging the cleaner.
● When transporting the vacuum cleaner, do not lift the unit using the vacuum hose, as this may result in the hose becoming torn.
● Do not allow your children to play with the vacuum cleaner.
● Do not connect the plug with a loose socket, it may cause the melted plug.
● Do not put the dust in the filter of motor side while disposing of the dust. If the cleaner is used with putting the dust will be sucked directly into the mechanical parts and may damage the motor.
● Be sure to replace the Filter after disposing of the dust. If the cleaner is used without replacing its filter, dust will be sucked directly into the mechanical parts and may damage the motor.
● Do not use the cleaner to pick up wet dirt, and do not use the cleaner in a wet an moist place as moisture will damage the motor and other mechanical parts.

● This product complies with standards according to the safety regulations of IEC60335-1 and IEC60335-2-2.
● This vacuum cleaner is equipped with a thermal protection device which automatically turns off the unit when the motor is overheating. When thermal protection device works. Disconnect the power plug and check whether the dust compartment and filter unit are full of dust or clogged with dust. Check that no obstacle is in the hose pipes an nozzle. After removing the obstacle, leave the unit to cool down unit the thermal protection device resets about 20 minutes.
Accessories and preparation before use

Floor nozzle

Telescopic pipe

Crevice nozzle

Dusting brush

Flexible crush proof hose

How to store the accessories

Caution: The cleaner should be unplugged from the mains when not in use.
How to operate

How to attach the hose to the cleaner

Blower function

Plug into a socket then open the switch

Cleaning the floor

Filter guide

Dispose of the dust in the tank
**Maintenance**

**Dust removal**

- Switch off the power supply and disconnect the power cord.
- Remove the hose, and release the clamp by pulling the lower side of it on each side and take off the upper case.
- Take the filter guide and shake the filter for about 20 times to remove the clogging dust from the filter cloth. When fluff remains excessively on the filter cloth, remove it by a brush.
- Take off the filter and dispose of the dust in the tank.
- Replace the filter to the tank, and set the upper case on the tank.
- Press down the clamp of the lower side of it on each side.

**Filter care**

It is recommended that the filter is cleaned once or twice a year to ensure optimum suction power:

1. Empty the dust case as described in the previous section.
2. Take off the filter ring from the filter packing.
3. Wash the filter in tepid water or a neutral detergent. If detergent used, rinse it out thoroughly.
4. Allow the filter to dry naturally.

**NOTE:**

- Avoid washing in boiling water and in a washing machine.
- Avoid drying over a fire, in hot sunlight or in a tumble dryer.
- If the filter is used when wet, suction is impaired and the motor may be damaged.

**Vacuum cleaner body**

Wipe with a soft cloth soaked with water.
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